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ABS – THE BRAND



DEAR TRADE PARTNER,

Since 1985, protecting people in extreme adventures has been in the DNA of our 
company. As inventors of the avalanche backpack, we are pioneers in protection.  
We will always keep this mission and live up to the highest quality standards.

With our new strategic positioning, we extend the pure survival level of the avalanche 
emergency to the more inspiring and emotional level of self-realization – by unfolding 
in nature. This can be found across our new product portfolio, which will be meaningful 
for all mountain adventures. 

Based on our deep knowledge about the challenges our customers might face, we 
created a whole new brand experience: from the design and usability of our products, 
to the brand story including our corporate appearance. From 2020 onwards, all our 
products will follow the new design principles of ABS: Simple. Safe. Light. Fast. 

To inspire your customers for the new season, we will offer a variety of  
PoS activities for the new product family of ABS.

Reclaim the Peak!

 
Dr. Stefan Mohr, CEO ABS

WORKBOOK FALL WINTER 20/21

INTRO



 

Inspired by the untouched, untamed and rugged, ABS is always on the lookout for wild places 
and aims to enable its customers to explore and enjoy the wild side of mountain nature. With 
a portfolio of protection products and services, the brand empowers freeriders, freetourers, 
off-piste skiers, after work tourers and mountain lovers to safely and responsibly enjoy their 
adventures. This includes products beyond avalanche safety and adventures beyond snow, 
which constantly grow with new types of mountain sports. 

ABS IS A BRAND WITH A PIONEERING  
AND ENGINEERING HERITAGE 

ABS is much more than just an avalanche backpack – ABS is  
one of the most experienced providers of adventure equipment a
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POSITIONING

WE ARE A MOUNTAIN BRAND

Customers

PROFESSIONALS

DEVOTED

ACTIVE

CASUAL

Retail

DISCOUNTER

* * *
* *
*

A B S

SKY PEAK MOUNTAIN VALLEY CITY COAST SEA
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FREE RIDER

VARIANTEN FAHRER FEIERABEND GEHER

FREE TOURER
Strive for the perfect powder

Grasp every powder along the way Satisfy your inner athlete

Earn the first line
Descent Seeker

Relaxed Style

Active + Adventurous

Descent Oppertunist

Simple Convenience+

Spontaneous + Light-hearted

Ascent Challenger

Light Efficiency

Pragmatic + Minimalistic

Ascent Conquerer

Concious Function

Passive + Prepared

ADRENALINE ENDORPHINE

FREE RIDER

VARIANTEN FAHRER FEIERABEND GEHER

FREE TOURER
Strive for the perfect powder

Grasp every powder along the way Satisfy your inner athlete

Earn the first line
Descent Seeker

Relaxed Style

Active + Adventurous

Descent Oppertunist

Simple Convenience+

Spontaneous + Light-hearted

Ascent Challenger

Light Efficiency

Pragmatic + Minimalistic

Ascent Conquerer

Concious Function

Passive + Prepared

ADRENALINE ENDORPHINE

FREE RIDER

VARIANTEN FAHRER FEIERABEND GEHER

FREE TOURER
Strive for the perfect powder

Grasp every powder along the way Satisfy your inner athlete

Earn the first line
Descent Seeker

Relaxed Style

Active + Adventurous

Descent Oppertunist

Simple Convenience+

Spontaneous + Light-hearted

Ascent Challenger

Light Efficiency

Pragmatic + Minimalistic

Ascent Conquerer

Concious Function

Passive + Prepared

ADRENALINE ENDORPHINE

AFTER WORK TOUREROFF-PISTE SKIER

FREE RIDER

„Hit every bit of 
 powder along the way“

„Satisfy your  
inner athlete“

„Strive for the  
perfect powder“

„Earn  
the first line“

FREE TOURER

ADRENALINE ENDORPHINE

a 

SNOW TARGET SEGMENTS

NEW PLAYGROUNDS
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PRODUCT
01
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POSITIONING

FAST UP. SAFE DOWN.

SIMPLE
& 

SAFE

LIGHT
& 

FAST
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1

SILENT  
SAFETY

3

DEDICATED  
DETAILS

4

FAST  
FLEXIBILITY

6

LIGHT ON ALL 
LEVELS

NEW PRODUCTS

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

2

SOPHISTICATED 
SIMPLICITY

5

STAYING  
POWER
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2020/21

NEW PRODUCTS

FUTURE PRODUCT FAMILY

LIMITED
EDITION
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ORDER PERIODS

DELIVERY PERIODS

 a 11.2019 – 03.2020

 a 10/2020

 a 11.2019 – 03.2020

 a 10/2020

 a 11.2019 – 09.2020

 a 09/2020

 a 12/2019 – 03/2020

 a 10/2020

 a 11.2019 – 05.2020

 a TBD

NEW PRODUCTS

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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OVERVIEW

SIZES
 a S/M: Length 455 mm
 a L/XL: Length 515 mm

DUSK

SLATE

KEY FEATURES
 a Included ABS airbag system
 a Ergonomic fit
 a  Base “Ready to ride” with variable size of volume 
plus optional Extension Pack

 a  Integrated compartment with fast access  
to shovel, probe and first-aid kit – activated  
with an easy pull

 a  Flexible Strap-System to attach additional 
equipment (e.g. jacket, helmet, skis or 
snowboard) 
 

TECHNOLOGY
 a New airbag material
 a New handle
 a New shoulder strap
 a Aluminium buckles 

COLORWAYS

The most versatile way  
to wear an avalanche  
airbag backpack a

PRICES

 a  BASE  
Dealer Price 350€ / RRP 629 €

 a  EXTENSION PACK 15L  
Dealer Price 39 € / RRP 69 €

 a  EXTENSION PACK 25L  
Dealer Price 44 € / RRP 79 €

WEIGHT
 a Base: 2.150 g
 a Extension Pack 15 l: 280 g
 a Extension Pack 25 l : 380 g
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PRODUCT FEATURES

STRAPS
Stretchable textile straps in 
dark anthracite that can be 

attached in different positions.

FLAPS
Wings with suspension holes 

to attach straps to carry 
additional equipment like 

jacket or helmet.

BASE
“Ready to ride”. 

EXTENSION PACK
Minimal carry volume  

for additional equipment.

+
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FREE TOURER

PRODUCT FEATURES TARGET GROUP

OFF-PISTE SKIER

FREE RIDER

AFTER WORK TOURER

EMERGENCY FLAP
Strong webbing in signal color 

with fast access to the rescue 
equipment in safety pocket.

ALUMINIUM BUCKLES
Easy hook-in buckle for fast 

adjustment in the front.

AIRBAG SYSTEM
System to provide safety in  

the case of an avalanche.

USE CASES
 a  Variable backpack for any off-piste day.
 a Provition of safety with an included ABS airbag system.
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1 2 3

MODULAR AND INNOVATIVE SYSTEM OF THE BACKPACK

EMERGENCY 
OPENING

BASE WITH 
EXTENSION PACK

BASE

10 LITRE VOLUME 25 LITRE VOLUME
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SAFETY 
POCKET

PROBE & 
SHOVEL

EXTENSION 
PACK

1

BASE 
2

3

4

MODULAR AND INNOVATIVE SYSTEM OF THE BACKPACK
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DUSK

SLATE

KEY FEATURES
 a Minimal size and volume for all-day comfort
 a Minimum size and transport volume for 

 convenience and comfort in lifts
 a  Easy strap system to attach additional equipment 
(e.g. jacket, helmet, skis or snowboard) 
 

TECHNOLOGY
 a  Combined shoulder-waistbelt carrying system
 a  Integrated pocket with fast access to shovel, 
probe and first-aid kit – activated with  
an easy pull

COLORWAYS

The most compact way  
to transport avalanche  
safety equipment a

OVERVIEW

PRICES

 a  A.CROSS SET  
Dealer Price 120€ / RRP 199 €

 a  A.CROSS  
Dealer Price 55 € / RRP 99 €

SIZES
 a S/M: Length 450 mm
 a L/XL: Length 500 mm

WEIGHT
 a 750 g
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STRAPS
Stretchable textile straps in dark 

anthracite that can be attached 
in different positions.

ZIPPER
High quality YKK zippers.

FLAPS
Wings with suspension holes to 
attach straps to carry additional 
equipment like jacket or helmet.

 

BASE STRUCTURE
Thin and water-resistant  

high quality fabric.

PRODUCT FEATURES
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PRODUCT FEATURES TARGET GROUP

FREE TOURER

OFF-PISTE SKIER

FREE RIDER

AFTER WORK TOURER

STRAP SYSTEM
Minimal textile carrying system 

with one continuous strap 
for minimal weight and easy 

adjustment.

 

PADDING
Minimal back padding  

to protect user from  
falling on shovel and probe.

 

EMERGENCY FLAP
Strong webbing in signal color 

with fast access to the rescue 
equipment in safety pocket.

USE CASES
 a  Backpack with essentials for avalanche rescue.
 a Minimal backpack for training.
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KEY FEATURES
 a  Compact and packable kit: The shovel and 
probe are designed in the most compact  
way possible

 a  Integrated design as shovel, probe and first aid 
kit are fitted into each other

 a  System can be equipped with beacon (A.WAY) 
technology to allow users to track their 
equipment 

SHOVEL TECHNOLOGY
 a   Smartness inside: The handle allows for the 

addition of beacon technology (A.WAY) to 
reassure the user carries all the necessary 
equipment 

 a  Performance inside: Second telescope pole in 
highlight color to indicate pull-activation 
 

PROBE TECHNOLOGY
 a  Easy storage: An integrated clip in the handle 
allows the probe to be stored easily and 
compactly

COLORWAYS

The most packable  
and compact  
avalanche safety kit a

OVERVIEW

PRICE

 a  A.SSURE SET  
Dealer Price 64 € / RRP 99 €

 a  A.SSURE SHOVEL  
Dealer Price 34 € / RRP 55 €

 a  A.SSURE PROBE  
Dealer Price 30 € / RRP 49 €

 a  A.SSURE FIRST AID KIT 
Dealer Price 12,50 € / RRP 24,95 €

DUSK

DUSK

DUSK
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PRODUCT FEATURES

HANDLE
Two-part plastic handle 

allows for maximum stability 
and option to insert beacon 

technology (A.WAY). TELESCOPIC ROD
Anodised aluminium  
in signal color.

SHOVEL BLADE
Anodised aluminium  
in dark blue.

TELESCOPIC ROD
Anodised aluminium  

in dark anthracite. 

HANDLE
Plastic handle allowing for 
maximum grip, integrated clip 
and option to insert beacon 
technology (A.WAY).

PROBE
Aluminium probe in dark blue.  
Last link painted in signal color.

CABLE
In signal color.
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PRODUCT FEATURES

HIGHLIGHT
Second telescope pole in 

signal color to communicate 
the affordance to pull 
(performance inside).

EASY STORAGE
An integrated clip in the handle 

allows the probe to be stored 
easily and compactly.

FREE TOURER

TARGET GROUP

OFF-PISTE SKIER

FREE RIDER

AFTER WORK TOURER

USE CASES
 a  Basic avalanche security equipment.
 a Training equipment.
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KEY FEATURES
 a  ABS App with additional features like tour 
planning, weather- and avalanche-forecast, 
booking options of services

 a  Beacon technology that allows the phone  
to track and monitor the location of equipment 

BEACON TECHNOLOGY
 a Bluetooth low engery module
 a Technology integrable  

  in future ABS products

PRODUCTS

The simplest way to plan 
your adventure and  
check your equipment a

OVERVIEW

BEACON

APP

PRICES

 a  A.WAY BEACON  
Dealer Price 8 € / RRP 14,95 €

 a  A.WAY SET OF 3 
Dealer Price 21 € / RRP 39,95 €

 a  A.WAY APP  
Downloads 0 €
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PRODUCT FEATURES APP

ADD EQUIPMENT CHECK EQUIPMENT LOCATE LOST EQUIPMENT 

Move the phone closer to a 
beacon to pair it automatically 

 to your phone.

Simple overview  
of your equipment. 

Clear visual search  
of the lost items.
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PRODUCT FEATURES BEACON

FREE TOURER

USE CASES
 a  Checking location of any piece of equipment  
before and any time during the tour.

 a  Find lost skis or equipment in storage.

TARGET GROUP

OFF-PISTE SKIER

FREE RIDER

AFTER WORK TOURER

BEACON
Equipment tracking:  
check presence and  
find lost.
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ABS presents the limited 
product line A.WEAR:   
The most enjoyable way  
of protection for your  
adventure a

LIMITED EDITION

 a  An exclusive limited edition of 1000 sets, only comes  
with our large PoS activity package. 

 a  Bringing outerwear to a new level: The ABS A.WEAR 
combines reduced premium design with ultralight but 
functional clothing. The style matches consumers that 
care for a good design without being bold and full of color 
blocking.  

 a  In addition to the very protective material with the best 
attributes for mountain adventures, the outfits have various 
hidden features you will love from the first day.
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KEY FEATURES
 a  Grid pocket in the inside of the  
jacket: diagonal straps to attach  
e.g. gloves, beanie

 a RECCO® reflector for exact localization

TECHNOLOGY
 a Ultra light fabric
 a Highly functional, waterproof, breathable, 

windproof material
 a 100% PES with recycled content
 a 100% recycable fabric  

(PYUA Closed-Loop-Recycling)
 a Fully taped seams

COLORWAYS

The most enjoyable way 
of protection for your  
adventure a

3-LAYER JACKET
OVERVIEW

PRICE

 a  A.WEAR 3-LAYER JACKET 
Dealer Price 220 € / RRP 449 € SLATE

GLACIER

SIZES
 a S
 a M
 a L
 a XL

MODELS
 a Women
 a Men

WEIGHT
 a 440 g
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KEY FEATURES
 a  Hidden carbine on the right backside  
to attach gloves or other accessories

 a RECCO® reflector for exact localization 

TECHNOLOGY
 a Ultra light fabric
 a Highly functional, waterproof, breathable, 

windproof material
 a 100% PES with recycled content
 a 100% recycable fabric  

(PYUA Closed-Loop-Recycling)
 a Fully taped seams

COLORWAYS

3-LAYER PANTS
OVERVIEW

SLATE

GLACIER

PRICE

 a  A.WEAR 3-LAYER PANTS 
Dealer Price 160 € / RRP 329 €

SIZES
 a S
 a M
 a L
 a XL

The most enjoyable way 
of protection for your  
adventure a

MODELS
 a Women
 a Men

WEIGHT
 a 480 g
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PRODUCT FEATURES

HIDDEN CARBINE
Carbine to attach gloves  
or other accesoires.

GRID POCKET
Diagonal straps to attach 
e.g. gloves and beanie.

REFLECTING PRINT
Statement print  

for more visibilty  
in the dark.
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ENJOY YOUR WILD

L
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MARKETING 
SUPPORT

02
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POS TOOLBOX

OVERVIEW

A

B

C

CONTENT PACKAGES

POS ACTIVITIES

POS MATERIAL
35



We offer a bunch of  
different content for your 
360° communication  
and marketing channels a 

 a  Due to the new brand and 
product evolution, you can 
emotionalize the products 
with amazing and convincing 
storytelling. Transform texts 
and images to stories and 
emotions. Live and digital.

POS TOOLBOX

CONTENT PACKAGES

CONTENT PACKAGES
 a Logo
 a Image Material
 a Video Material
 a Slogan
 a Claim
 a Content
 a In-Store Assets
 a Digital Assets
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In-Store Assets:  
Besides content assets,  
we provide you with  
ready-to-use PoS materials a * 

POS TOOLBOX

POS MATERIAL

 a  Textile banner 
Flexible sizes available 
Price: Negotiable

 a  Backpack Presenter 
 Size 330 x 290 x 900 mm 
Price: Negotiable

 a  Magazine Ad 
In Retailers Magazine

 a  Mailingcards 
Available for different 
occasions: scored card to 
collect new adresses and 
postcards for CRM activity

LAYOUTS ARE NOT FINAL

*If required, please ask your ABS contact person.
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Digital Assets:
We provide assets for all online 
channels, like website banners, 
social media assets or newsletters  
for customizable usage a *

POS TOOLBOX

POS MATERIAL

 a Social Assets 
Image and product visuals 
for social usage

 a Website banner 
Banner for your online shop or blog

 a Newsletter 
Content and images for  
your newsletter

LAYOUTS ARE NOT FINAL

*If required, please ask your ABS contact person.
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POS TOOLBOX

POS ACTIVITIES

DEFINITION

 a  Individual ABS product groups with a 
defined volume.

 a Gift with purchase.

 a Content packages & PoS material.

 a I ndividual ABS product groups with a bigger 
defined volume than package “small”.

 a Gift with purchase and eventpromotion.

 a Content packages & PoS material.

 a  Sell of the complete portfolio product 
groups of ABS with a defined volume.

 a  Gift with purchase, Freeride Filmfestival.

SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

ACTIVATIONS

 a Content packages & PoS material.

 a  Smaller actions without additional 
personnel deployment and application 
support the sale of the products.

 a  Medium actions to create traffic and 
achieve sellout.

 a  Attention-grabbing actions, which 
support the brand and guarantee the 
sell out.

To increase traffic and conversion rate, 
we offer different sizes of additional PoS 
activities based on your individual order 
volume a

 a  Retailer as part of the Freeride 
Filmfestival Community.

 a  Sales Activation with powerseller.

 a  Branded Shop-in-Shop.
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POS TOOLBOX

POS ACTIVITIES

QUANTITY

VOLUME

 a 5 A.LIGHT

 a 10 A.CROSS

 a 10 A.SSURE

 a 50 A.WAY

 a Volume > 3.000 €

 a 20 A.LIGHT

 a 100 A.CROSS

 a 100 A.SSURE

 a 500 A.WAY

 a Volume > 20.000 €

 a 100 A.LIGHT 

 a 1.000 A.CROSS 

 a 1.000 A.SSURE

 a 2.000 A.WAY

 a  Opt. x out of 1000 A.WEAR 

1 set = 1x jacket, 1x pants

 a Volume > 150.000 €

PACKAGE SMALL PACKAGE MEDIUM PACKAGE LARGE

 a 50 Giveaways  a 100 Giveaways 

 a 1 Freeride Filmfestival Stop

 a 2 Promotion days

 a 200 Giveaways 

 a 1 Freeride Filmfestival Stop

 a 8 Powerseller days
ACTIVITIES

Individual packages by  
order volume for the  
preorder FW 20/21 a

PACKAGES ARE NEGOTIABLE
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Perfectly equipped for pure 
individual adventure a

Gift with purchase a

POS TOOLBOX

PACKAGE SMALL

 a  Suitable accessories for the ABS products 
increase the attention at the point of sale and 
raise interest for the purchase. Selection of 
product extras are chosen based on the needs 
of the community. Safety and protection are 
key features and the leading promises of these 
extras.

PROTECT YOUR COMPAGNION
 a  Antifreeze case in the ABS design, 100% recycable with 
the PYUA Closed-Loop-Recycling 

 a  When you need an energy drain protection for your most 
important compagnion. ABS keeps you safe – even when 
it’s freezing

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

 a  Promotion cards with educational 
content about safety when it comes to 
minus degrees in the mountains 

 a  Promotion team can be integrated in 
gift with purchase activity *

* individual agreements.

RUNNING TIME  
Whole season
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Retailer as part of the 
Freeride Filmfestival 
Community to strengthen 
the stationary retail and to 
have added value for the 
customer a 

POS TOOLBOX

PACKAGE MEDIUM

FREERIDE FILMFESTIVAL  
TOUR STOP LOCATIONS
 a  Bring your customer: Filmfestival tickets for retailer 
customers, combination with ABS shopping voucher

 a  Ticket-pick-up: Stationary ticket office at retailer store
 a  Customer as VIP: Exclusive VIP lounge, guestlist,  
goodie bag for retailer customers at the filmfestival stop

FREERIDE FILMFESTIVAL OFF-LOCATION
FOR RETAILERS WHO ARE NOT PART OF A FILMFESTIVAL STOP  
 a Exclusive screening in retailer store
 a  Expert talk about safety in the mountains, combined with  
presentations of the ABS products as well as their benefits and USPs

 a  Selected film athlets are available for talks, questions and fotos  
after the screening *

* depending on availability of athlets.

ADDITIONAL PROMOTIONS

 a  ABS Safety events with the partner 
“Freeride Experience” for avalanche 
accident prevention and live product 
tests

 a  Avalanche booklet: handbook with 
educational content like tips and tricks 
for a safe off-piste adventure with 
equipment recommendations

RUNNING TIME  
Timeframe of the Freeride Filmfestival
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Support of the Sell out for 
our new protection products 
with powerseller experts and 
an ABS branded area for 
education a

POS TOOLBOX

PACKAGE LARGE

SALES ACTIVATION
 a  Powerseller days in shop with focus on  
weekends to support on high traffic days

 a Presentation of full product package
 a  Branded ABS area in store

TEXTILE BANNER

FLOOR STICKER

BACKPACK PRESENTER

POWERSELLER

ADDITIONAL GOODIES FOR  
SALES ACTIVATION

 a Gift with purchase
 a  Filmfestival tickets, combination  
with ABS shopping voucher

 a  Backpack presenter with the  
A.LIGHT as visual highlight

 a  Geotargeted paid ads for more  
traffic in the store

 a  Safety talk at PoS with  
an ABS athlete on defined dates *

RUNNING TIME  
1 month with 8 powerseller days

* depending on availability of athlets.
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PROTECTION  
IN ADVENTURE  

SINCE 1985
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